ChatGPT’s universe is outdated, and it doesn’t care about real references

scite Assistant does, by:

- **Augmenting** language models by searching for new information in our system
- **Adding guardrails** for claims by language models to ensure they’re grounded in real research.
- **Giving you observability** into the search strategies used, and why references are being recommended

Backed by our unique database of Smart Citations.

- **Cataloged over 1.9 billion references** made between articles
- **Indexed over 1.3 billion** citation statements from full-text articles

---

**Goodbye, Writer’s Block**

From marketing posts to grant proposals, Assistant can help you build momentum with confidence as you write.

**Quickly rewrite, rephrase, revise**

Get a draft and quickly iterate on revisions, eliminating wasted time from endless back and forth.

**Customize citation styles**

Generate responses with in-text citation styles in APA, MLA, Chicago, IEEE, and more.

**Export into your workflows**

Download and export reference lists into other tools, like a reference manager or reading lists.

---

Join over 350,000 scientists, writers, publishers, librarians and researchers across the world championing reproducible science.

---

Interested in a demo? Get in touch with us at hi@scite.ai